
Auto Balancing Actuator
SALUS THB230 /  THB24

Low power consumption
less than 0.5 W

Short response time
30 seconds

Reduced the bills, 
correctly temp. balanced rooms 

High precision motor

Modulates the valves opening 
to maintain an optimal ΔT

Constant temperature, no more 
too hot or too cold rooms

2-piece pipe sensors  
measure flow and return temp.
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In a standard underfloor heating system, hydronic balancing is a very difficult and laborious process. 
The solution is an unique and innovative product! The THB230/THB24 has two temperature 
sensors that are connected between the Auto Balancing Actuator: the emitter flow & return pipes  
or the inlet and outlet of the manifold. 



www.salus-controls.eu

To correctly balance the flow of heated water through the 
UFH circuit the flow rate needs to be regulated: too much 
flow will lower the ∆T below 7°C and the circuit will heat up 
too fast, too little flow will increase the ∆T above 7°C and the 
circuit will heat up too slowly.

The ABA is the answer for getting effective control of 
UFH circuit. ABA will constantly measure the ∆T via the 
two temperature sensors and adjust the valve position  
by closing or opening its slightly. All to maintain constant 7°C 
temperature differential (between the emitter flow and return 
pipes) and make your UFH circuit really effective - economy 
and convenient.

SALUS THB230 30 Actuator
Uniform heating

(Effiacient system)

ΔT= 7°C

ΔT= 7°C

Standard Actuator
Hot areas & cold areas
(Ineffiacient system)

ΔT= 5°C

ΔT=15°C

How does it work?

Why you should choose ABA (Auto Balancing Actuator)? 

Fit & Forget Installation

High accuracy operation
SALUS Auto Balancing Actuator uses a high precision motor to move the valve pin flowingly 
and provide dynamically balance the flow through each loop.

The ABA can make very small movements of the valve actuator pin (only few microns!) which  
in practice guaranty finely alter the water flow rate. The temperature resolution of the clip on sensors 
allows the ABA to detect small temperature changes. If the heat source varies as some installations 
can, then the ABA will take an average reading. For example, when the heat source “cycles” are 
between 40°C and 42°C, in this case the ABA will average this cycle to 41°C.  

Installer just need to make 3 easy steps:
1. Connect the ABA to the return manifold and two clip on 
      temperature sensors (to the flow pipe and to the return pipe).
2. Connect the ABA power cable to the Wiring Centre.
3. If there is a flow regulator fitted on the flow manifold this 
    would need to be fully opened and then simply switch on 
    the room thermostat.

That’s all. Fit and forget!


